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Rapidly create secure cloud collaboration environment.

Windows 365 Pilot

Offer highlights

Understand how to take 

advantage of your Microsoft 

licensing to minimize your 

cloud spend.

Unify your security controls to 

maximize your visibility and 

auditability for your Windows 

365 deployment.

Implement cost management 

and governance with policies 

and blueprints to bring 

standard security to your 

Azure deployment.

Integrate your existing 

application delivery  

landscape with Windows 365.

Windows 365 Pilot
Cyclotron Windows 365 Pilot engagement will review your current IT 

environment and create an Azure Landing Zone environment, based on 

industry best practices to help you integrate with Windows 365 landscape.  

We will help you deploy your Windows 365 solution and design integration 

strategy with the existing IT landscape. This engagement will include:

1. Windows 365 cost projection and value proposition.

2. Established governance model for Azure

3. Management group architecture for your organization

4. Blueprints and policies applied to management groups

5. Cost management optimization

6. Hybrid cloud connectivity

7. Virtual network topology

8. Hybrid Identity

9. Systems management/monitoring.

10. Backup and recovery policies

11. Regional and fault tolerant architecture for desktop delivery

Once Azure Landing Zone is established, we will help you identify best path 

for migration from RDS/VMWare/Citrix to Windows 365 where you can take 

advantage of the cloud economics. We will work with you to define success 

criteria for your Windows 365 Pilot. Make your business more scalable and 

responsive to customer needs by building on-demand capacity and 

global/regional footprint with Windows 365. 

Comprehensive approach for cloud deployment

Cyclotron’s security focused approach will help you build extensible 

architecture that will meet your existing technical needs but will also scale 

well into the future. Our design will give you best practices architecture 

that can easily integrate with 3rd party solutions, while maintaining your 

security posture and minimizing your costs.

Optimize Your VDI

Envision cloud based 

virtual desktop to 

improve security and 

reduce complexity with 

Azure.

Cloud governance

Create a management 

group architecture to 

ensure your organization 

the leverages cloud as you 

intended.

Minimize costs

Minimize surprises in 

your monthly costs by 

optimizing access to the 

cloud with guard rails.

Simplify VDI

Take advantage of VDI 

PaaS services to help 

reduce complexity and  

management costs.


